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~ASING THE POL1TICAL LOG-JA~ ~ 

A$ I h4ve already mentioned h.rie~ly to tl'.e St~cretary of state~ 
off1ciAl~ have been looking af~e$h at so~e of the longer te~. 
and sOlifte of the s-horter term, st:rat..e~ic: issu(.:s on th~ politic.::l 
and constitutional front. Government pollq" is, briefly, to 
uke progress t.owards an Accepuble fOI~ ot devolved Govern.enl. 
if possible, and fal11n9 that tc' mair.t.air: direct rule - all in 
the context of the Anglo-Irish Agreement. Th~ Political Develop
ment Group, which I chai~. has commission~d ~~pers on: 

ho~ to m~x1~1s~ the chances of reaching devolved 
government 

how to improve the sensltivi ty cUld acceptability in 
Northern Ireland o! direct rule 

the extent of the need for further changes in local 
90vernmenc in Northern lreland 

the value of the AAglo-Irls.!! Agreement to m"G. 

Between the~ these four papers should ~~ve Ministers a basis 
for dec:id ing what, if an)', major irli tl,atl ve$ are desirable in 
No~thern lrel~nd. Thes~ paper$ *ill all deal with medium to 
long term policy issues, and th~ re-lllistic opportunity for develop
ing new policy is li~ely u> be (Jrc1!tcr after the Northern lrelanc 
political p4rties have been throoqh the next Genercll . Elect.1on than 
it ia; before that Electi<;m. Nc",--c:-tnclcss, 't.h.e decisions Ministers 
take on these medium to lO~9 term issues wjll echo back, and will 
tcll us what we neee to achic\.·e in thi>, short to !Red.iuza term (up 
to the Election). FOT this reason, wc 4re pJ'essinq ahead Oolith 
this work, though it 1s impDl'tiL."1t lhat ve should Sr~l')~ enough 
tiJM! on the papers to lnake sure t!:clt t.he thinkin9 in them is 
sufficiently radical, and r-e.asonably thor:>&.:gh. Balancing these. 
two points, I hope to get furth~r paptil's tu tte Secretary of Stu.te 
towards the end of flex t .on th. 

It does not, however l maKe sens~ ~o sus~nu all pOli~ical thlnkinq 
in the meantime, and we have t!l£>~:!ore pret:-c1red the at.tached paper 
wh 1. ch explores the seooe ir" ~res :.::""_ -:. Circu:Tl!'S Uanc..'es for easin(l the 
nolitieal lon-'a~. • 
.... ...... ... ej, • 
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Tne Secretary of StAte will not find a 9r&~t dsal that is new 
in this p~?crt the first tt,ree para9raphs ~n~ why the att:.itucles 
of the ~orthern Ireland poli~ical parties seam to make it unlikely 
tha~ any significant politic~l progress wi ll be maoc this side 
of the United ~inad~ General ~lectiOJ~. Bat there are messAges 
that we should soek to get across to both t:he najor1tr and the 
minor i ty cVJIUI\uni ty J ond there lire S~ acdltlon~l steps that 
we could take to drive these messages oo!r.e. These points for 
action are sum.'lar1sed in par.sgraphs 6 (unionist.s) and 9 (nationa 1 1:it~~ 
of the paper. Even these paragr&?fis contain relatively little 
that is new (for instance, two or t~ree of the items in paragraph 
(i are already being co-ordlnateO by or. !-~1I!l1ntl€'yts P'resentat1onal 
Strat:e9Y Group), but by linKing these isst:es_ tQ(Jether, the paper 
will I hop!' help to give « clcaz'er sense- of the strategy we cue 
following. 

In tne case of the SDLP and che natlor.8 1 is~ co~~unitYI the thinking 
of offic;ials has already 90ne SOJl\oe w~y hel'ond that in t.he 
attached paper. While I $ee t.he need for' t.he tneasures set out 
in paragraph 9 of the paper, 1 also see t~c need to adopt a mcr~ 
direct approach with the SDLP. Despite thc~r ~illingnes$ to 
talk wi th Government and wi t:-I cthel- poli ticsl part.ie$, they have 
in tact. done ve-r:y little; and despite chefr sU?pOrt of the 
A91'eement, they have in fac;t done relat1vely little to demonstrate 
that support, or to help HHG sell the A9reerneQ~. There is a 
real risk of the SDLP j\,lst floatin9 al~l9- With these points in 
mind. anci bearing in .ind t.hat the SDLr rep~sents the constit :Jt:iO""1.:il 
fAce Of nationaliSltl, and is also a party w!:i ich is tdllinq to 
talk to Governmant, 1 think there is u(..lch to be said for ap?roaching 
the party direct, 

to ensure thAt th~y are t . .hink-i:;.q ahout t .he .. av ahead 
(we do not vAnt th~rn~get.t.ing t.he.Jt;selves on h~ks at tho 
next election) ~nd how to ~ximise their electoral sup?or~ 
at the expense of Sir~ Feir. 

to explore their attitude to th~ h~reement, the Confer€n~e 
and the Secretariat in the lig.h1: of development.s{ ~"lst 
and .nticipat~d) in ~he Republic 

t.o ex.plore with thelll the scope f or 5ell~ng the achieve.rne:t:3 
of the AgreeJ1letlt, thE Conference and t:}:~ Set:retariat 
I\or~ positively to t.he nat.ionalist. p<)?\llation in Northen~ 
Ireland, while rema~~in9 sensi~lv~ t~ unionist fears 

(in It More explOTatory sense) ~est. ing the thought that 
AS the Conferenc~ ex~us~s its ir-i~ial agenda of ~ssues 
of special ~o~:ern to nationalists. the Conference will 
have les$ i: ·,·,.;: ~css tr.; de • .anil jr:!.l ·J=-ac~ on t.he nroccssc: s 
0: Govern::.( ':. ;:: ' i:H:' re!1;:;i.::~ ;l~v€' ::~ ::: =te :rcm ~h["l;!=:' 
in \~ol \~e~.t-::-: ~ .:; .. :;i -3 :-~~:. .:71a 1 ~~~~.J :!:'~ :~~:::: in ~jr~:·.~!"~ 
lrelano, :: ,. ~ : ',;;~ :.r . • ~~. =e~"!: i::·.·.:'.!:. \·~::-.~n"!: t':~roi.:-::.~ ::. ~-;.~ 
C:~:;:ere:!~~ 
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Cat the very leas~) rcachinq a reA~onable appreciation 
by the party and by RMG of the current vi~~$ and n~ed$ 
of each other, and ioent1fying any action that might 
need to be t .aken to serve thC!m bot.h. 

1 AS05\Une that ~he Sec:reta:-y of State 'Will wish t.o discuss this 
pro90sition before takinq ~ny fir~ view on it. Subject to that, 
I think., as does PUS, thdt t.he approach to the SDLP "till (init.iall:' 
at lellst) have t..o be made through Mr. Uume, and th~t it is an 
4ppcoach that would initially be more appropriately conducted 
.iit IfIini$ter lal r~ther than "t o.ff ieu'll l~vel. Later, h(>'W~ver, 
other senior me.mbor$ of the SOLP tr...ay need to be- involved (to 
ensure tnat what is ¥aJ.d genuincly holds water). 

Conclu5ion -
The Secretary of St~te is invited: 

1) to endorse the thrust of paragraph 14 of the attached 
paper 

it. to ~onslder wheth~r he wocld li~e a discu~$ion with 
officials about the suggested approach to the SDLP 

.Hi) to not.e that longer term papers are also being preptlrec I 
and will be submitted as swiftly as possible. 

I.M. BURNS 
9 March 1987 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

EASING THE POLITICAL LOG-JAM 

1. The Government's policy, before and since the signing 

of the Anglo-Irish Agreement, has been in general to seek peace, 

reconciliation and stability in Northern Ireland; and in 

particular to seek to establish a form of devolved government 

in which leaders of both communities can participate with 

confidence and with the full support of their followers. In 

the absence of progress towards this goal (and even before the 

Agreement little progress was being achieved) it is our policy 

to continue direct rule, ensuring constantly that the adminis

tration of the Province is as sensitive as possible to local needs. 

2. Substantial progress is not likely to be possible in the 

short term, either on devolved government or on making direct 

rule more sensitive. The attitude of Mr. Haughey's administration 

in the South is an unknown quantity. A general election in the 

United Kingdom is expected later this year. UniOnists in Northern 

Ireland hope that their campaign against the Agreement will 

benefit from increased tension in Anglo-Irish relations, for 

example if Mr. Haughey carries out his threat to renegotiate the 

Agreement or seeks undertakings from the British which are 

impossible to give. Some Unionists believe also that a hung 

parliament at Westminster would give Unionist MPs sufficient 

leverage to ensure the collapse of the Agreement. For the present 

at least Unionist political leaders appear therefore to be 

determined to offer no relaxation in their policy of opposition 

to the Anglo-Irish Agreement and refusal to enter dialogue with 

the Government until the outcome of the UK General Election is 

known and the attitude of Mr. Haughey is clearer. During this 

period of uncertainty any major initiative by HMG, for example 

in proposing an all-party conference under its own or independent 

Chairmanship, is likely to founder immediately on the rock 

. of Unionist intransigence. 
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3. Once the U~ election is behind us the scope for 

constructive action will be enlarged. The Unionists are highly 

unlikely to h a v e achiev ed their objective of a controlling 

voice in the Government's Northern Ireland policy, and the 

div isions between them which are already e v ident are likely to 

deepen; those who are now pressing for a more moderate approach, 

not e x cluding some renewal of contact with Government, may become 

more influential. The Haughey administration will hav e had time 

to determine its approach to Northern Ireland questions and may 

have discarded or shelved its more extreme options. At that 

time we shall be able to determine more precisely what action 

can be taken to engage the Northern Ireland parties in dialogue 

about the governance of the Province and the best manner of 

enhancing their direct involvement in the processes of Government. 

4. The remainder of this paper identifies, within the ambit 

of existing policy, a variety of steps which we can take in the 

immediate future so as to create, by the time of the UK election, 

conditions in which this dialogue may become possible. 

The Majority Community 

5. Our overall purpose in addressing the majority community 

is to dispel the image, created by Unionist propaganda, that we 

are ogres in conspiracy with Dublin, and to show (to at least 

those not committed to integration) that they have something to 

gain from participation in and with Government. Both in public 

and in private we can afford to take a rather more aggressive 

line. We should demolish the more outlandish Unionist allegations, 

and attack the inconsistency inherent in rejecting democratic 

institutions while claiming to fight for democracy. It is 

important to avoid becoming involved in detailed justification 

of the Agreement, which is unlikely now to persuade Unionists 

of its merits (although we shou~d make maximum use for e x ample 

of any identifiable results of improved cross-border security 

~ o-operation). Instead we should not hesitate to sav t hat the 

A~reement represents some shift of influence in fav o u:" -- the 

~1 :" no :!:"ity , 2. r. ~· " -:: : "~ :: ::. t~ is shift has tak en place not o ::~ : "' - the 
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moral grounds of equity and fairness, but on the practical grounds 

that the support of wider sections of the community is necessary 

if Northern Ireland is ever to become a more stable place. 

6. Against this background, our approach should include the 

following elements: 

(a) we can continue our very discreet efforts at a senior 

level to engage the support of influential figures in 

Northern Ireland in encouraging political dialogue between 

representatives of the constitutional parties; 

(b) at a lower and most accessible level, we can cultivate and 

improve our existing contacts with Unionist opinion 

formers, to encourage what movement there is towards 

political dialogue, with Government or between the parties. 

At both levels we should stimulate realistic discussion 

of the options for devolution, and should point out the 

need for the Unionists to consider the possibility that 

there will be no hung Parliament, and a need then for a 

new Unionist strategy; 

(c) we should lose no opportunity to repeat at all levels and 

in public the message that Ministers' doors are open for 

discussion with Unionist leaders, without any association 

with the Anglo-Irish Agreement. A part of this message 

is the sensitivity which we are prepared to show in the 

operations of the Agreement, but we should have regard 

also to the attitude of the new Irish Government in 

determining how we express this thought; 

(d) we should encourage any tendency on the part of Unionist 

politicians to seek discreet meetings with Ministers, 

with the purpose rather of re-establishing contact than of 

achieving an~ =2r~icular or specific measure of progress. 
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(e) the programme for Ministerial visits to selected areas 

of Northern Ireland, to meet the people and show that the 

normal processes of Government are in operation, should 

continue and could be intensified. This programme can 

serve not only to demonstrate that the business of 

Government is being carried out in a thorough and responsible 

way, but also in reducing the public 1 s preoccupation 

with the Anglo-Irish Agreement by encouraging debate on 

economic and social issues; 

(f) use the administration of transferred matters to provide 

an alternative focus for public debate - and involve non

political groups in them; 

(g) the suggested programme of speeches and statements by the 

Secretary of State and his Ministers can hold to underline 

the reality that Northern Ireland is being properly 

administered by concerned and involved members of the 

Government; 

(h) we should try to dispel suspicion of the operations of 

the Conference and Secretariat, by offering regular 

briefings on Conference meetings to political leaders, 

and when opportunity offers by explaining frankly to the 

media how the Secretariat operates; 

(i) though it is difficult to think of examples, we should 

consider measures of good government that are likely to 

be considered valuable by Unionists and we should seek 

to show an awareness of Unionist needs. (Unionist boycotts 

of Council Chambers predate the Anglo-Irish Agreement and 

were prompted by the presence there of Sinn Fein members'. 

There is a firm belief held by many Unionists that the 

Government does not have the will to deal energetically 

with the problem of Sinn Fein. So any practical steps 

which ~e can take to demonstrate the contrarv would 

help serve this purpose.) 

CON?IDENTI';: .. :::., 
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7. It is not possible to assess with any precision the 

effect which any of these measures might have. Unionist leaders 

are not in oractice likely to accept invitations to meet 

Ministers, still less to attend formal or informal talks chaired 

by the Government, within the timescale of this paper. Any 

discreet contacts which may be arranged are unlikely to produce 

identifiable results. These measures (6c and d above) have 

potential value only in demonstrating the accessibility and 

reasonableness of the Government, with possibly helpful effects 

over time on opinion in the majority community generally. 

Similarly, the activities described at 7c and f are designed 

expressly to emphasise the human and concerned face of the Govern

ment, with no immediate ulterior motive. Briefings on the Con

ference and Secretariat (6g) are unlikely to persuade many that 

we are not concealing more that we say, but should nevertheless 

be tried. Action against Sinn Fein (6h), though highly desirable, 

has difficulties which are explored in other papers. The efforts 

to encourage dialogue at various levels (6a and b) are most 

likely to produce positive movement, although we should not 

deceive ourselves into believing that the results will be dramatic. 

Minority Community 

8. There is rather more prospect of achieving some significant 

change of attitude on the part of the constitutional Nationalists, 

and our overall purpose should be to press them more strongly 

for positive commitment and involvement. The position of the 

SDLP will be materially affected by the change of administration 

in the Republic; the relative influence for example of John Hume 

and Seamus Mallon may change. If Haughey as Taoiseach overplays 

his hand, the SDLP may see it as to their advantage to show 

themselves rather more outspoken in their support of the Agreement 

and even of working within existing Northern Ireland institutions. 

They may prove to be something of a brake on the Irish adminis

tration. Some SDLP members have been helpful in discreet activity 

behind the scenes. We can and should demonstrate to them that 

they should as a constitutional party be seen to be adoptin~ 

a CO~3t~uctive stance sharply distinct fr6m that of Sinn F~~: . , 

© PRONI CENT/3/S7 A 
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and that this can only be to their advantage in electoral 
terms and generally. 

9. Specific elements in our approach to the constitutional 
Nationalists could include the following: 

(a) we should make more effort to cultivate the leaders of 
the minority community, not forgetting Roman Catholic 
church leaders, at all levels including the Ministerial 
level; 

(b) we should emphasise to them the problems which they face 
by being seen not to be involved locally in the administration 
of Northern Ireland. A greater involvement would serve 
to strengthen the SDLP's position against erosion by 
Sinn Fein and might demonstrate to Unionists that they had 
a genuine desire to play a responsible role in running 
the Province; 

(c) we should stress that the Anglo-Irish Agreement is 
important not as a step towards a long-term solution, or 
even merely as a means of security reforms designed to 
benefit Nationalists, but as the clearest possible demon
stration of the Government's recognition of the Nationalist 
identity. We can ask the SDLP to attempt to get this 
thought across to the Irish Government, so that they do 
not ask for more than HMG can deliver through the Conference; 

(d) this approach can be backed up with public statements 
which emphasise our appreciation of the minority's position; 

(e) in return, ' we should ask the SDLP to take a less grudging 
and more forthcoming attitude' towards the institutions of 
Northern Ireland, not only in public statements but also in 
putting forward credible and powerful statements but also 
in putting forwa~d credible and powerful candidates for 
membership of ~;~ro~~iate bodies. The SDLP's failure to 
pu t forward ca:-_ ~ . _ :~ a -.:-2S for the Police Au thori ty is onl~T 
one instancE: . ~~e difficulties of identifying wil~ing 
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candidates are real), but it has assumed considerable 

symbolic importance in the absence of any change to 

the Party's public stance on the RUC more generally; 

without movement of some kind, the majority community 

will be very reluctant to accept that Roman Catholics 

will ever be willing to play their part in the administration 

of Northern Ireland; 

(f) looking further ahead, we should privately encourage 

senior members of the SDLP leadership to give some advance 

consideration to their objectives for participation in a 

devolved administration and to the means and feasibility 

of achieving those objectives. 

10. The several elements of this approach are complementary. 

Their effect cannot be assessed separately. The purpose would 

be to bring the SDLP, in whose interest the Agreement is 

generally perceived as having been signed, forward to a position 

of public and open participation in the business of Northern 

Ireland, so as to deprive the Unionists of the 'Argument that 

it is the Nationalists who are inhibiting progress. The SDLP 

are seen as having a more powerful influence on decisions of 

Government, through the Irish Government and the Conference; 

unless they are seen to be offering something in return for this, 

in the form of a more forthcoming attitude, the Unionists will 

see no inducement to moderation on their side. Against the 

background of a Haughey administration, and with a UK election 

imminent, the SDLP should see the advantages of this course for 

themselves. 

Alliance Party 

11. Our concern about the attitudes of the Unionists and the 

SDLP should not lead us to ignore the Alliance Party. Although 

electorally weak the Party remains important because it can 

normally be relief on to take a responsible and constructive line, 

without slavishly supporting the Government's position. It would 

be damaging, and would reinforce the Unionist case against the 

Agreement, if the Alliance Party were to withdraw their general 

© PRONICEN~T~/3~/6~7A~ _____ ~ __ ~ ______ ~ ________ ~ ________________________ . ____ _ 
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support for it. In order to keep the Alliance Party on side 

we should be as helpful as possible in response to their 

requests for information or advice, by con~inuing with the 

practice of regular briefings for the Party Leader, and by 

exploring with them their views on future political development. 

The Irish Government 

12. Our relations with the Irish Government through the 

Conference and the Secretariat, in particular with the change of 

administration in Dublin, are the subject of separate papers. 

However we should not lose sight of the effect of Irish Government 

statements and contacts on political attitudes in Northern Ireland. 

Through our contacts with Irish officials we can seek to 

influence the new administration to avoid giving encouragement to 

Unionists by casting doubt on the permanence and effectiveness 

of the Agreement; and to maintain the pressure on the SDLP to take 

a more positive attitude towards Northern Ireland institutions. 

Of these, the former is rather more likely to prove achievable 

than the latter. 

Conclusion and Summary of Recommendations 

13. In preparing the ground for possible initiatives to be 

taken after the UK election, we need to show ourselves sensitive 

to the conflicting aspirations of both communities without 

delivering messages to each which are seen to be inconsistent. 

We shall not in the short-term be able to change any fundamental 

perceptions. Our recommendations for this period therefore fall 

short of radical action, and concentrate largely on presentation. 

14. We recommend: 

Majority community 

a) continued discreet efforts at a senior level to promote 

political dialogue; 

b) development of contacts with Unionist opinion-formers; 

c) emphasising the willingness of the Prime Minister and 

:1inisters to meet Unionists, and "sensitive opera tic:-" of 

:-. i1 e Agreem·sr. t; 

=C~';?IDENTIAL 
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u) developing direct contacts between Ministers and 

Unionist politicians, if possible; 

e) intensifying the programme of Ministerial visits around 

the Province; 

f) a programme of speeches and statements; 

g) seeking to demystify the Conference and Secretariat; 

h) steps to control Sinn Fein. 

Minority Community 

a) active cultivation of Nationalist leaders; 

b) emphasising the advantages, generally and for the SDLP 

themselves, of more active involvement; 

c) emphasis on Agreement for itself and not for results it 

can bring; 

d) statements recognising Nationalist identity; 

e) calls on SDLP to participate actively in Northern Ireland 

institutions; 

f) encouragement to SDLP leaders to give some thought to 

possibilities for devolution; 

g) continued contact with Alliance Party to retain their 

general support for the Agreement. 

© PRONI CENT/3/67A 
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